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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper will present an exercise to verify the usefulness of statistical testing of measurement residuals of an overdetermined 

position solution followed by measurement subset selection for spoofing detection and mitigation for certain spoofing events, 

to be especially beneficial when multi-GNSS is considered. Tests include utilizing dynamic GPS spoofing data from the 

TEXBAT testing battery. We will present that Advanced RAIM (Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring) has benefits for 

spoof detection. RAIM is designed to catch inconsistencies in range measurements and is thus useful in defeating a 

surreptitious lift off spoofing attack. Inconsistencies in a lift off attack exist when the spoof signal mixes with the genuine 

signal of similar power levels (within a few dB). The mixing creates some measurements from genuine signals and some from 

the spoofed signals. ARAIM cannot however mitigate across all categories of spoofers and hence should not represent a stand-

alone spoofing solution. Although pre- and post-correlation signal processing is definitely the most efficient way to detect and 

mitigate spoofing effects, checking the measurements in the navigation domain is not a lost cause, as presented herein. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
In safety of life applications such as civil aviation or positioning of automated vehicles, integrity of the navigation functionality 

is of utmost importance. Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), the global and prevailing technology providing position, 

velocity and timing (PVT) capability, is however vulnerable to unintentional or malicious interference. Though GNSS 

jamming is generally a more widespread harm, spoofing is also a more and more encountered means of intentional interference 

where synthetic GNSS signals are being broadcast to try and trick a GNSS receiver into using false signals and obtaining an 

incorrect position and time solution. Spoofing totally breaks the reliability and integrity of the PVT solution. Reliability testing 

in the form of Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) traditionally relies on statistical tests in order to isolate one 

erroneous measurement from position estimation and insuring solution integrity. Recursive statistical testing, where faults are 

identified one by one iteratively, can on the other hand handle multiple faults, also considering multi-frequency multi-system 

situations - particularly in challenging signal environments. In this paper, we look into the feasibility of such statistical testing 

for spoofing detection. 

 

This paper investigates the feasibility of a fault exclusion methodology related to advanced RAIM, discussed extensively in 

[1], [27] and in the recent report [2], for detecting GNSS spoofing and therefore ensuring solution integrity for safety critical 

systems. Test results of this reliability monitoring applicability for spoofing detection will be demonstrated on a dynamic case 

from the standard spoofing evaluation toolkit of the Texas Spoofing Test Battery datasets described in, e.g., [3, 4, 5]. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

GNSS signal interference is a growing threat throughout disciplines worldwide. Various applications heavily rely on reliable 

location and time derived from satellite navigation, ranging anywhere from different transport modes, time synchronization, 

emergency services to scientific applications and precision agriculture. This section looks at the spoofing attacks in more detail 

threatening all these various applications and how they typically are fought against. Thereafter, it discusses reliability 

monitoring and its fault exclusion functionality that will be applied for spoofing detection in a dynamic scenario. 

 

A. Spoofing techniques 

 

Spoofing is realized by transmitting false GNSS signals at a sufficient power to overcome the authentic signal. We can classify 

spoofing by characterizing the mechanism by which each component of a spoofing attack is generated. Two essential 

dimensions of a spoofed attack are signal generation (code, data) and capture. These dimensions and categories within them 

are shown in Figure 1 and discussed below. 

 

The methods of generating the spoofing signal (signal generation) can be broadly divided into meaconing, simulator-based 

spoofing or receiver-based spoofing. In meaconing the GNSS signals are recorded and simply replayed after a set delay. In this 

case, the position computed by the target receiver will be that of the spoofer. This basic meaconing technique, while capable of 

spoofing encrypted signals, cannot generate an arbitrary trajectory. A more sophisticated meaconing attack is to use antenna 



arrays to separate individual satellite signals and rearrange them. We classify this as a meacon attack as the bits are never 

estimated so the signal generation is analog.  Once the signal is processed and used for spoofing, then we enter the realm of 

receiver-based spoofing. 

 

As the civil GNSS signals are unencrypted and their signal specifications are public, anyone can produce signals 

which are identical to real ones. In simulator-based spoofing, a GNSS simulator can be used to replicate the signals as they 

would appear at a chosen location, misleading the receiver to produce an incorrect PVT solution. 

 

In receiver-based spoofing, in order to capture and then drag-off the victim receiver’s tracking loops, a spoofer makes 

use of a GNSS receiver. The receiver processes the authentic GNSS signals to extract the position, time and ephemeris, and the 

spoofing transmitter generates more plausible counterfeit signals with code phase and Doppler shift matching the true ones at 

the target’s position. In this case, the spoofer requires knowledge of the victim receiver’s relative position. A more 

sophisticated attack can be performed by transmitting the negative of the authentic signal, and hence cancelling it out. This 

type of attack is, however, difficult to realize as it requires also exact signal amplitude and carrier phase matching. Receiver-

based spoofing attacks may be used on encrypted signals by estimating the encrypted code or data bits. A detailed description 

of the different spoofer attack strategies can be found in e.g. [6]. 

 

Signal injection is the means by which the spoofer overcomes or captures the target receiver. Common ways include: 

1) direct injection, 2) overpower (such as jam and overpower) and 3) lift off. In direct injection, the spoofer is plugged directly 

to the receiver’s antenna port.  In an overpower attack, the spoofer overwhelms the genuine signal with a much more powerful 

signal. In a lift off attack, the spoofer matches the existing signal and then surreptitiously increases power to carry off the 

receiver tracking loops.  This attack requires significant planning, sophistication and knowledge as the received spoofed signal 

needs to match the genuine signal while its power is at or just slightly above that of the genuine signal 

 

Of course, there are other characteristics such as transmission mechanism and generation of spoofed PVT.  

Transmission mechanism is how the spoofing signal is transmitted. Most attacks will likely be made with a single antenna on 

the ground.  However more sophisticated attacks may use direction, moving or multiple antennas and even multiple mobile or 

airborne antennas that can simulate the constellation geometry. Generation of spoofed PVT is what information is used to 

create a spoofed PVT. It can be 1) open loop (no outside information), 2) knowledge of initial state and 3) continuous 

knowledge.   

  

 
Figure 1. Characterizing spoofing by how it is generated and how it is transmitted (input) with examples of each (N/A means 

that there is no spoofing threat that is likely or applicable in this category) 

 

B. Typical detection methods 

 

In order to ensure the integrity of the GNSS-based solution in the presence of spoofing, defense techniques that reveal the 

spoofer attacks must be adopted. Several strategies have been developed as a response to the spoofing threat, and a simplistic 

overview of them is provided in Figure 2. Four main categories can be identified: 1) cryptographic approaches, 2) methods 
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based on signal features and receiver behavior discontinuities, 3) techniques utilizing auxiliary navigation and positioning 

technologies, and 4) methods based on signal spatial and geometrical properties. 

 
  

Figure 2. Brief overview of spoofing detection methods. 

 

Cryptography is a very effective but not easily feasible countermeasure. Signal encryption generates an unpredictable 

version of the Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) code or navigation message difficult for the spoofer to reproduce, but requires 

knowledge of the secret key at the receiver. Furthermore, modifications in the civil signal structure will need to be made. If an 

encrypted/military signal component is present at the same frequency, spoofing detection can be performed without the need to 

know the secret key at the receiver and change the civil signal structure. The publicly-known signal tracking data is used to 

isolate the part of the received signal that is encrypted, which is then compared to the encrypted signal stored at a reference 

receiver [7, 8, 29, 30]. However, in this case, a reference receiver and a communication link are required. Cryptographic 

approaches can also be authentication-based [9, 10], where specific signal features, such as the presence of random-like 

sequences in the PRN code or navigation message, are used as authentication keys to establish whether or not the received 

signal is trustworthy. 

 

Several anti-spoofing techniques are based on monitoring signal features. Unless the spoofer is able to generate a phase-

aligned nulling signal, residual authentic GNSS signal components remain in addition to the counterfeit signals. This causes a 

distortion in the correlation function that can be used as an indicator for detecting spoofing incidents [11, 12, 13].  Moreover, 

since, in the presence of spoofing, unusual changes may occur in the clock bias or in the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) value, 

spoofing detection can be performed by assessing discontinuities in the receiver behavior.  

 

A third category of anti-spoofing approaches is based on the comparison of the GNSS PVT solution with one obtained by 

external systems providing location information, such as cellular networks, WiFi access points, and inertial measurement units 

(IMU). Inconsistent results would reveal a spoofing attack. Finally, spoofing detection can be done efficiently by assessing the 

signal spatial and geometrical properties. Genuine GNSS signals arrive from different directions from the various satellites in 

view, while counterfeit signals are usually broadcast by a single source. Examples of techniques based on monitoring the 

signals’ direction of arrival can be found in [14, 15, 16]. 

 

C. Reliability monitoring 

 

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) algorithms are typically based on consistency testing of redundant 

measurements through a statistical hypothesis test of the Least Squares (LS) residuals, e.g. [17]-[22]. The statistical test 

assumes a null hypothesis H0, denoting a fault-free situation, related to the probability distribution of a random variable. The 

null hypothesis represents the reference level from which any deviation of the alternative hypotheses (Ha) has to be detected by 

statistical tests. For any H0, there is an infinite number of Ha that is a statement in contradiction to the null hypothesis. To 

detect blunders influencing the set of measurements, residuals should thereby be statistically tested. 

 

In the consistency test of (1), often denoted as the global test (GT) or the chi-square goodness-of-fit test, a simple 

consistency investigation is performed by assessing the distribution of the residuals. Thus, the GT includes comparing the 

weighted sum of the squared residuals, representing the decisional variable T or test statistic, to a 2-distribution: 

 

𝐻𝑎: (𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒) 

𝑇 = 𝐯𝑘
𝑇𝐑−1𝐯𝑘 > 

1−𝛼,𝑛−𝑝
2            (1) 

where 

R  Covariance matrix of the observations 

α   False alarm rate 



n   Number of observations 

p   Number of unknowns 

vk Range residuals defined as the differences between the expected measurements and the actual measurements. 

 

If the statistical variable is larger than the threshold as in (1), the sum-of-squares of the residuals T does not follow the 

expected distribution, consisting of a sum of squares of zero-mean Gaussians, and the null hypothesis H0 is rejected in favour 

of Ha. If H0 is rejected and Ha accepted, the result of the GT is an inconsistency in the measurement set followed by closer data 

snooping, e.g. [23], or measurement subset testing to search for and eliminate blunders. 

 

D. Fault exclusion related to ARAIM  

 

Advanced RAIM (ARAIM), e.g. [1, 2], is a fairly recently introduced method to realize integrity monitoring in multi-

constellation satellite navigation algorithmically. ARAIM must be able to detect all hazardous faults in the underlying GNSSs 

within seconds. ARAIM can be divided into Horizontal, Offline and Online ARAIM depending on the essential integrity 

support message involved. ARAIM has many elements [24, 25], namely the integrity support message processing, the 

protection level calculation and the fault detection and exclusion (FDE). Here, the focus is on a variant of its FDE functionality 

and how it could be applied to spoofing detection and mitigation. We adopt a fault exclusion procedure based on a snapshot 

statistical scheme from least squares position estimation and focus on the assessment of single epoch solutions with only the 

current redundant measurements being used in the self-consistency check. The implemented algorithm consists of a geometry 

check step and subsequently the application of an observation subset testing procedure as the implemented FDE scheme, which 

is an exhaustive search for a fault-free measurement subset. 

 

A feasibility geometry check is also put in place in the fault exclusion scheme, as presented in Figure 3. In harsh 

signal environments, poor satellite geometry may cause large dilution of precision (DOP) values and influence the navigation 

accuracy and redundancy [22]. Large errors can occur before the outliers are detected and a geometry check will thus screen 

out the poor geometries, which could imply erroneous detection. In [32], a geometry DOP (DOP) control scheme is applied. 

Here, if the measurement set passes a geometry check, i.e. its geometry is strong enough when looking at its horizontal 

protection level (HPL), subset testing, also discussed in [33], is applied for the goodness-of-fit detection and the exclusion of 

faulty measurements. Subset testing is here based uniquely on the GT, which is used to find the measurement subset without 

any blunders. If the all-in-view measurement set does not satisfy the GT, all the possible combinations of measurements are 

analysed, specifically all the possible subsets from (n – 1) to (p + 1) measurements. The subset with the smallest test-passing 

test statistic and the largest number of observations is selected for the computation of the navigation solution. The full scheme 

is shown in Figure 3. The subset testing procedure is computationally heavy as it is an exhaustive search where all 

combinations have to be checked. For multi-GNSS, a faster approach is necessary, such as the greedy search or the L1 norm 

minimization [26]. 

 



 
Figure 3. The Subset Testing algorithm (where n is the number of measurements, p is the number of unknowns, k is the number 

of excluded measurements and DOF the degrees of freedom) 

 

A. Using ARAIM for spoof detection 

 

ARAIM has significant benefits also for spoof detection. It is designed to catch inconsistencies in range 

measurements and is thus useful in defeating a surreptitious lift off attack.  Inconsistencies in lift off attack exist when the 

spoof signal mixes with genuine signal of similar power levels (within a few dB). The mixing creates some measurements 

from genuine signals and some from the spoofed signals. ARAIM is also suitable for implementation in most receivers as it 

uses existing receiver outputs (pseudoranges) and does not require significant computational capabilities. ARAIM and RAIM 

algorithms may already exist within the receiver for consistency checks and measurement selection, e.g. as presented by 

Septentrio in [31]. ARAIM is primarily being developed for aviation navigation [1]. 

 

ARAIM cannot mitigate across all categories of spoofers and hence should not represent a stand-alone spoofing 

solution. For example, if the spoofer can greatly overpower the genuine signal in capturing the user receiver, then inconsistent 

measurements may not exist, as also discussed later on in this paper. But while ARAIM can be foiled by an overpower attack, 

signal power checks using automatic gain control (AGC) and carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) can detect these [34][35]. In fact, 

having these signal power checks forces a spoofing at a power level that can result in inconsistencies. Hence, this combination 

makes for a powerful spoof detection mechanism and it is assumed that ARAIM is used in conjunction with signal power 

checks.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
The verification of the subset testing, i.e. the exhaustive search, for detection of certain types of spoofing incidents is 

performed by using a dynamic GPS spoofing dataset published by the University of Texas at Austin, the ds5 [4], which is a 

dynamic dataset with an over-powered time push spoofing being performed (9.9 dB power advantage). The TEXBAT datasets 

contain digital signal recordings of spoofing attack scenarios, intended for testing spoof resistance in civil GPS receivers. The 

spoofing device used is a receiver-based spoofer which generates GPS L1 C/A signals that are code-phase aligned with the 

authentic signals at the target location, and contain predicted navigation data bits. The challenge of spoofing detection on a 

dynamic platform is to distinguish spoofing effects from multipath.  

 

Figure 4 presents how the subset testing (RAIM/FDE) presented in Figure 3 improves the 3D RMS (root mean square) error 

significantly in the dynamic spoofing scenario ds5 and Figure 5 shows the related groundplot in an East-North coordinate 

frame. Spoofing kicks off at around 170 s from the beginning of the test. The FDE significantly improves the accuracy due to 

measurement exclusions, from a maximum horizontal accuracy of nearly 450 m to 16 m. Figure 6 shows the range residuals 

experienced in the navigation filter when no FDE procedure is being implemented, highlighting the erroneous measurements 



present due to the spoofing, and Figure 7 presents the case with FDE applied – largest erroneous observations having been 

removed from the solution. Figure 8 presents the number of exclusions resulting from the FDE procedure undertaken, up to 4 

measurements. The FGI-GSRx (FGI’s GNSS Software Receiver) receiver is used here for acquisition, tracking and navigation 

for the ds5 dataset. The FGI-GSRx is a Matlab-based software receiver research tool [28]. Analysis was also performed with 

measurements obtained from a commercial receiver by Septentrio Ltd. under this scenario (RINEX data observations 

processed in the FGI-GSRx navigation engine). Results with the Septentrio observations with and without the FDE scheme of 

Figure 3 are presented in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the 3D RMS error and Figure 10 the groundplot in an East-North 

reference frame with the Septentrio observations, presenting the improvement provided by the analysed measurement 

exclusion procedure. Figure 10 includes also the internal Septentrio navigation result showcasing the excellent performance of 

a commercial receiver with spoofing resistance, portraying similar results as to when RAIM/FDE is applied in the FGI-GSRx 

navigation engine. With the FGI-GSRx software platform, however, whether it is with its own observations or Septentrio 

observations fed into the navigation engine, we can flexibly analyze the benefit of measurement exclusion via the accuracy 

improvement of the subset testing. The FGI-GSRx navigation engine is not optimized for the Septentrio observations (visible 

before the spoofing starts) and would need additional work to have improved results. 

 
Figure 4. 3D RMS error of the ds5 dynamic scenario with the FGI-GSRx sw receiver with and without RAIM/FDE applied 

 
Figure 5. Groundplot of the ds5 dynamic scenario with the FGI-GSRx sw receiver with and without RAIM/FDE applied 



 
Figure 6. Range residuals with the FGI-GSRx of the ds5. Spoofing begins at around 170 s from the beginning of the test. 

 
Figure 7. Range residuals with the FGI-GSRx of the TEXBAT ds5 and RAIM/FDE being implemented 

 
Figure 8. Measurement exclusions performed in the FDE procedure/subset testing with the FGI-GSRx of the TEXBAT ds5 

dynamic scenario  



 
Figure 9. 3D RMS error of the TEXBAT ds5 dynamic scenario with the FGI-GSRx software receiver’s navigation utilizing 

Septentrio observations (Rinex) with and without RAIM/FDE applied 

 

 
Figure 10. Groundplot of the TEXBAT ds5 dynamic scenario with the FGI-GSRx software receiver’s navigation utilizing  

Septentrio observations (Rinex) with and without RAIM/FDE applied – also internal Septentrio result shown (green) 

 

The ds5 is a frequency "unlocked" scenario where the code and carrier are not always moving at the same rate. This might be 

why the ds5 may be easier to detect with inconsistency testing. Namely, we did also look at another dynamic TEXBAT 

spoofing scenario, the ds6 where the frequency is locked and nearly power matched (0.8 dB spoofer advantage). The Subset 

testing FDE procedure did not improve performance at all with consistency testing and measurement exclusions, on the 

contrary - as shown in Figure 11. This results from 2 to 4 measurement exclusions out of up to 11. Thus, consistency testing is 

only marginally useful for mitigation, especially without any power checks or other detection and mitigation efforts for 

spoofing, that are all broadly discussed in e.g. [5]. However, ARAIM fulfilled its primary purpose of spoof detection in ds6. It 

did determine there were inconsistent measurements present, which already is useful information for spoof detection.   

 



 
Figure 11. Groundplot of the TEXBAT ds6 dynamic scenario with the FGI-GSRx software receiver with and without 

RAIM/FDE applied, performance is worse 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

This paper presented an exercise to assess the usefulness of statistical testing of measurement residuals of an overdetermined 

position solution followed by measurement subset selection for spoofing detection and mitigation for certain spoofing events 

especially when multi-GNSS is considered. Tests include utilizing a dynamic GPS spoofing dataset from the TEXBAT testing 

battery. ARAIM’s FDE being used in conjunction with the important signal power checks can thus be beneficial in identifying 

spoofing presence and mitigating the effects. Future work looks into assessing true multi-constellation spoofing scenarios with 

spoofing signals at such power levels not to trigger power-level checks but benefiting from the inconsistency testing feasible to 

be implemented in the navigation filter. Future work will also include closer investigations of the overall limitations of 

consistency testing in various spoofing scenarios. One case is the probability of false alert, especially in the presence of natural 

phenomena such as scintillation and multipath. 
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